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Spanish Game: QUIERO O NECESITO
Marcus Santamaria, the author of Synergy Spanish, has offered fantastic Spanish lessons
for free. In his free lessons he gets right to the point and introduces Spanish verbs. Verbs
are absolutely necessary to quickly form Spanish phrases and complete sentences in
Spanish.
Powerfully, he combines reading, writing, pronouncing, listening, and repetition when
presenting these lessons. He certainly does a great job and best of all he has given you
access to not one, but four free Spanish lessons.
This game was made to add more practice for the concepts introduced in the first free
lesson offered by Marcus Santamaria, in Synergy Spanish. In his first free Spanish lesson,
he introduces two main verbs, quiero and necesito. Use this game to practice those two
verbs and their negatives, no quiero and no necesito.
Other Spanish vocabulary words that he introduced are also included in this game. This
gives you a chance to practice these new Spanish Vocabulary words along with the
Spanish verbs and form more sentences on your own.
Repetition is a key factor to learning. Oral pronunciation is also very important when
learning a language. Repetition and oral pronunciation are two main keys in this game.
Easily print the materials and you are on your way to adding to your Spanish repertoire!
Enjoy!
Here is wishing you fun learning!

Penny Howe

www.synergyspanishreview.com

PS: 1. If you have not taken advantage of these free Spanish lessons yet, then clearly you
are missing out on a great opportunity. Capitalize on these powerful free Spanish lessons.
Get My Free Lessons

2. If you have taken advantage of the Synergy Spanish free lessons, then you have
certainly experienced how powerfully Marcus Santamaria combines, reading, writing,
pronunciation, listening, and repetition when presenting these lessons; how instantly he
gets you communicating and speaking Spanish in complete sentences
Obviously, then, you should treat yourself to the whole Synergy Spanish program:
Get the Synergy Spanish Program

Spanish Game 1: QUIERO y NECESITO
Goal: To practice forming sentences using quiero, necesitio, no quiero, and no necesito
Materials:
Included: Game Board, back for board, die using numbers 1 to 3, and die using the verbs
quiero, necesito, no quiero and no necesito.
Copy these and assemble the dice. There is a video on how to assemble the dice if you do
not know how.
Alternative Materials: Verb cards to use instead of the die if you so please and a back for
these cards.
Not included: Game pieces to represent the players (coins, small toy pieces, etc.) and a
regular die

Directions: Each player throws the number die. The person with the highest number
goes first.
First Player: Throw the number die along with the verb die. Pronounce aloud (in
Spanish) the number and the verb that is thrown. Now, advance on the board the number
of spaces corresponding to the number thrown on the die. (Count the first picture, the
Chinese food, as space number 1.) Place your game piece here and identify the picture
landed on (in Spanish!)
Now, orally produce a Spanish sentence using the verb on the die and the picture you
have landed on.
You may add more Spanish words if you like—depending on how advanced you are. If
you perform this task to the satisfaction of the other players, then you are safe and can
stay on your space. If not, then you must go back to where you where until your next
turn.
Next Player: Throw both the number die and the verb die. Identify orally in Spanish
what you have thrown, advance the number of spaces, and then form a Spanish sentence
orally using the picture on the board and the verb on the die.
Repeat this process, alternating players, until the path on the board has been completed.
The first player to the end is the winner!
Add More Challenge and Excitement: In order to win, a player must end exactly on the
final square (the vacation picture). If a player has thrown a number too large, then he/she
must go backward on the board. (Example: If a player is on the second from last square

(the menu), he/she must throw a ‘1’ exactly to win. If the player throws a ‘2’, then he
ends up back on his original square (the menu). If he/she throws a three, he ends up on
(regresa 3) and has to go back another three squares.
The materials are here for you to use and practice, so adapt them to fit your situation.
The object is to practice speaking Spanish in a fun way!
Even a single player can use these games.

Alternatives: 1.If you do not want to assemble the dice, then you could use one
regular die and the verb cards that are included.
Place the verb cards verb side down and instead of throwing the verb die, just choose a
card. Use the verb on the card, along with the picture on the game board, to form your
Spanish sentence.
Included in the cards are two wild cards.
This is to add more fun to your game. Use the wild cards in a variety of ways (decide on
their use before you begin the game).
A few suggestions: a) Form a sentence using any of the verbs you are practicing.
b) Use two verbs and two pictures to form a longer sentence.
c) Form any Spanish sentence (or question) you like.
d) Keep it as a save card incase a sentence is formed incorrectly.
e) Use it to make another player to form a sentence.
2. Use the cards separately and test yourself with your writing and speaking. Choose a
card. Form a sentence (or question) using that verb. Say it orally. Practice writing it.

Note: Copy the materials on a heavier paper. Laminate and they will last longer.
Spanish Vocabulary Help
empiezo – beginning
fin--end
avanza--advance, go ahead
regresa--go back
1—uno
2—dos
3—tres
4—cuatro
5—cinco
6—seis

Use your imagination to make up other games using these materials. Practice makes
perfect!
Have fun learning Spanish.
Thank you for downloading and using this game.
Hasta Luego,

Penny Howe
www.synergyspanishreview.com
I look forward to hearing your comments and feedback
comments@synergyspanishreview.com
Thank you again for using these materials.
Please note that all the materials are copyrighted and are for your personal use only.
Enjoy!

comida china

una casa

un restaurante

un burrito
un doctor

una fiesta
un menú

un hotel
tacos

mis vacaciones

comida
mexicana
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Card Alternatives to Dice
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BACK PAGE
The next page is the back for the game board and the verb cards.
Just print it on the back of either to enhance the look of your game.
Or if you prefer, copy it on another piece of paper and paste it to the back.
Whichever works best for your use!

Here is a picture of the completed game:

